Single Markets Platform Show &
Listen Session 6
Workshop date

13
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2

3

6

Unit Management and Market Entry Demo

Requirements of User Acceptance Testing

SMP Readiness activities

Opportunity to provide feedback on developed screens

Discussion on proposed thinking

Update on what to expect

25 min

5 min

Show and Listen event frequency moving forward

Roadmap

2 min

2 min

Frequency of webinars

Facilitators

Mili Gupta Product
Owner

Opportunity to provide instant feedback

2 min

22

David Preston
- Product
Manager

Feedback

Opportunity to provide instant feedback

Details of activities planned for 2022

5 min

7

Jayesh Patel
- Business
Analyst

When are we going to test the system?
Proposed dates for User Acceptance Training: Thursday 27th - Friday 28th Jan
Duration of testing - 10:00am to 4:00pm on any one day
Assistance available throughout the duration of the testing

Divya Arora
- Tech Lead

Agenda
Introduction
Unit Management and Market Entry Demo
Requirements of User Acceptance Testing
SMP Readiness activities
Roadmap
Show and Listen event frequency moving forward
Feedback

How can you help us?
Request for 1 representative from each company to test the system
Please send an email to box.futureofbalancingservices@nationalgrideso.com by Thursday
20th January
Email address/ company name / availability day -for each testing individual
Emails with link will be sent out as MS Teams meeting invites
Request you to join the meeting at the designated time so that we can work together

5 min

25 min

5 min

5 min

2 min

The next Show & Listen webinars will be 27th January 2022.
Proposal to move from every 3 weeks to monthly due to nature of our agile sprints enables us to
showcase ongoing development.

DC data migration
Users already participating in the DC market will receive communication from the Market services
team to confirm the following details
Name
Company
Companies house number
email address
Users will then be created in SMP and their acocunts/ units and assets will be visible in SMP at golive

Please post what we did well:

Training
Trainings calendar will be shared as MS Teams invites
E2E process training video will be available on NGESO website
Training user manual available on NGESO website as well as SMP
Weekly drop in sessions planned for specific functional queries post go-live

2 min

2 min

Rules
• This is your session to participate. Dig in!
• Use the chat function to ask questions.

Please post what we could do better:

• Use the mute button when not speaking.
• Avoid interrupting when others are speaking.

Your Participation Role
Throughout the session
Speak up, think big, raise concerns, be patient, don't use
acronyms or inside language.
During activities
Ask clarifying questions before we begin, good energy in
- good results out.
Remember
This session is part of the (good) work. We've never done
this together before. Seek to understand before being
understood.

Mural Tips
NAVIGATION

Moving the board
Hold the space bar down then click and drag to move the
position of the entire MURAL on your screen

Questions

Will there be some
guidance regarding
the documents
required at this
stage, e.g.
registration, proving
test, etc?

What's the
relationship
between the SMP
and the CTS++
platform? Will one
replace the other
or wil they coexist?
Can we be
provided with a list
of what's captured
for assets and
what fields as
required for units?

Questions

Feedback

Questions

Feedback

Questions

Feedback

how would i submit bids across 6
assets in both high and low
frequency, across DC/DR/DM for all
EFA blocks....in an efficient manner
using this new SMP please?

Zooming in & out
Scroll the wheel on your mouse or pinch on your
trackpad to zoom in/out. When changing devices you
may need to check Zoom Settings in the bottom right.

The minimap

Can assets
be
aggregated?

Track your view of the MURAL and zoom percentage
on the minimap on the bottom right corner of your
screen.

Can an asset
be part of two
different
units?

How does the
Single Markets
Platform interface
with other market
registration
mechanisms?

You mentioned assets
cannot be edited
after they have been
created, when is this
planned to change?

Review Questions and
seek clarification

Feedback

ORGANIZING

Select Objects
Click an object to select it; hold shift while clicking
objects to select more than one at once

Move Objects

sorry I have been struggling
to open the mural the whole
day. Am concerned about
having to input MPANs
manually and individually.
Doesn't work for domestic
aggregation

What's the difference
between an 'Asset'
and a 'Unit'?

After selecting the objects you wish to move, simply
drag them to the desired location on the MURAL

CONTRIBUTING

Sticky Notes
Add sticky notes by right-clicking, then selecting Add
Sticky Note or by double clicking on an empty space or
the background.

Will we be able
to bid on the
Single Markets
Platform and
when will this be
covered?

Can you enter
MSID numbers in
the cells that
require MPANs?
Some sites don't
have MPANs

How do you ensure the
same unit ID is not used
multiple times e.g
Company calls its first
unit UNIT-1 and Company
2 also calls its first unit
UNIT-1 (i.e. is there any
validation on entry?)

If I understand, I define
an asset, then define a
unit, then apply for
services.What happens if
a unit comprises of two
assets and one fails to
meet service
requirements?

Will the error
message be
specific and
state details
of the error?

What if you're
entering a fleet
of smaller
assets? (Like EV
chargers?)

Will there be
support to help
with completing
the lengthy
forms?

What happen with
session when
download/upload
documents? is it
saved or expired?

Can we please
have a glossary
of terms?
(They're not
necessarily
obvious)

Some more
context would be
really helpful as to
how the
information
provided is going
to be used

There could be a
tooltip or some more
information about
function/process for
someone who is not
familiar with this
software

Two weeks SLA
on
prequalification
is a long time can this be
justified?

"more
details" under
each unit is
not really
crear

Is User Management
the ability to add
users and change
their details? If so,
should that not be
done earlier in the
process?

When parameters
are entered initially
scale was not
present e.g. MW/
min etc. This
would be useful.

"more
details" under
each unit is
not really
crear
this system only
benefits large
assets, and might
hinder aggregation
of smaller assets
(ex: residential
flexibility)

You need
units (kW /
MW) on the
entry forms
Inputing MPANs
individually/manually
for aggregated assets
(10,000+ sites) is a nono. Excel imports
should be do-able

Questions

Feedback

Actions

Review Questions and
seek clarification

Actions

Review Questions and
seek clarification

Actions

Actions

